Machine Learning

Algorithms & Complexity

Computer Vision

Speech Technologies

Computational Biology

TOYOTA TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE AT CHICAGO

Research in the area of your choice • Live in America’s third largest city • World class research community • Access to everything the University of Chicago has to offer • Full funding guaranteed plus stipend • New facility as of 2009 • Small student to faculty ratio

APPLY ONLINE   www.ttic.edu

TTIC Faculty: Andreas Argyriou • Dhruv Batra • Julia Chuzhoy • Lance Fortnow • Tamir Hazan Joseph Keshet • Karen Livescu • Yury Makarychev • David McAllester • Francesco Orabona • Devi Parikh Alexander Razborov • Mathieu Salzmann • Anand Sarwate • Greg Shakhnarovich • Anastasios Sidiropoulos Stephen Smale • Nathan Srebro • Madhur Tulsiani • Raquel Urtasun • Jinbo Xu